LONG VERSION

The M&P Group – creating added value
M&P drives innovation in the construction and real estate industry. Sustainable ideas from our
company increase the dynamic of transformation in vital innovation fields in the sector.
Intelligent engineering design creates innovative infrastructures. 360° energy efficiency
concepts ensure a high degree of sustainability. And tailored IT solutions drive the digital
transformation throughout the real estate life cycle.
‘We are led by the conviction that an optimal technical, digital and organisational solution
provides the greatest added value for a property!’ says Olf Clausen, CEO of the M&P Group.
Only by considering a building and all its potential holistically throughout its life cycle can the
greatest possible added value be created. Experts from the fields of engineering, energy, IT
solutions and consulting work on this with a unique holistic consultative approach to futureoriented solutions for all areas of construction and real estate business.
Engineering – with digital expertise for innovative infrastructures
As a technical general planner, M&P offers a complete service portfolio during all HOAI
(German regulation on the fees for services rendered by architects and engineers) work phases
– with the latest IT tools and BIM. A new dimension of life cycle engineering – for all trades in
cost group 400.
Energy – harmonising energy and efficiency
M&P taps the full energy-efficiency potential throughout a building’s life cycle: from cloudbased potential analysis and tailored optimisation concepts to energy efficiency partnerships.
IT solutions – spearheading digital transformation
With the expertise of an industry leader, M&P is developing the road map for digital
transformation within companies – with ERP, project service and field service solutions: based
on Microsoft 365 and SAP.
Holistic solutions expertise throughout a building’s life cycle is the focus at M&P. Customers
include building owners, project developers and asset managers, engineers and architects,
general contractors, and facility service providers.
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Company founders Prof. Kurt Müller and CEO Olf Clausen laid the foundation for this success
over 30 years ago in the study of the now emeritus professor. Together, they put the technical
general planner on a consistent growth trajectory: today, M&P employs more than 300 people
at 15 locations in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

SHORT VERSION
About M&P
M&P sees itself as a driver of innovation in the construction and real estate industry.
Sustainable ideas increase the dynamic of transformation in vital innovation fields in the sector.
Intelligent engineering design creates innovative infrastructures. 360° energy efficiency
concepts ensure a high degree of sustainability. And tailored IT solutions drive the digital
transformation throughout the real estate life cycle. Only by considering a building and all its
potential holistically throughout its life cycle can the greatest possible added value be created.
Today, the technical general planner employs more than 300 people at 15 locations in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland. In the 2020 financial year, M&P generated gross income of
more than 59 million euros.
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